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Abstract 

Eliminating noisy information and extracting information content from web pages are 

increasing to become an important research issue in information retrieval field. In this paper, 

we present an approach of information extraction based on Dom tree and weight value 

calculation, which contains the following steps, parse the web page to construct the Dom 

tree, extract the title and keywords, calculate the weight value and obtain the content. The 

experimental result shows that this method has the higher accuracy ratio by the various 

themes content extraction.   
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1. Introduction 

The Internet has become a major information source distributed over web pages. 

Conversely, web pages contain noisy content, including advertisement, banners, menus, and 

unnecessary links, which can adversely affect performance of text-based processing systems 

such as search engine, web summarization, question answering and text understanding. In this 

instance, informative context, i.e. text content, headline, date or author name, can be used to 

enhance the results of these techniques. However, how to extract body content is difficult, as 

a web page contains both noisy and informative content in a same file [1]. This file consists of 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) tags and context between these tags that allow us to 

display pages in web browsers.  

Web is an invaluable source of data for studies, extracting correctly the web body 

information is the course which exploits and obtains the main content of web page [2], which 

is the foundation of information process, such as, information retrieval, data mining, machine 

translation and so on. So, how to extract the useful information from the web pages or 

massive data set correctly and efficiently is becoming a hot research issue in the field of 

information retrieval. As the motivation discussed above, this paper proposes an approach of 

extracting body information content from web page based on Dom tree.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief description about 

relevant research work, Section 3 details the course of information extraction and the key 

steps, experimental results are presented in Section 4, a conclusion is given in Section 5. 

 

2. Related Work 

All printed material, including text, illustrations, and charts, must be kept within the 

parameters of the 8 15/16-inch (53.75 picas) column length and 5 15/16-inch (36 picas) 

column width. Please do not write or print outside of the column parameters. At present, there 
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exist some research results of web page body information extraction, which includes the 

following aspects in general, that is, the wrapper method, the feature method based on web 

page source code and web page framework method. 

The former is the traditional informational extraction method and obtains the valuable 

information from the special web page information source according to a certain of 

information pattern. Although completing the information extraction of web page tree, it only 

caters to the web page from the same web portals and can‟t meet the task requirement of 

various web pages because of the un-normal and complex web page architecture, the middle 

one is to search the body domain of web page from the HTML source code, there are few 

research on this aspect, ref. [3] proposed a method of web page body information extraction 

based on classification algorithm, which obtains the body contents by means of constructing 

classifier and association rules, ref. [4] present a method of method based on uncertain data. 

The last one is get the information by parsing web page, analyzing the framework of web 

page. Ref. [5] applied the web structure and proposed an information extraction method.   

Another some schemes are also proposed for information extraction, e.g., HUA etc., [6] 

presented a wrapper method using a classifier and a search technique to score subsets of 

features according to their predictive, which is why they tend to obtain better performances 

than filters, even at the expense of high computational cost [7-8]. To the issue of dealing with 

the large dataset and high dimensional data [9], filters are the most suitable alternative, 

feature selection methods are adequate for both classification regression tasks, although most 

research is done related to classification. In the feature selection field, it‟s difficult to find 

ideal methods that can deal directly with multiple class problems, as very little work has been 

done in this aspect. The main difficulties to be taken into account in multiple class algorithm 

are following: on one hand, the dataset presents one or several classes that contain a 

considerable high number of samples than the data of the other classed, the other hand, 

determining which features are appropriate for each class is complicated, because feature 

selection results in a set of attributes that could represent only the majority classes. 

Considering the above issues and preliminaries during research work, this paper presents 

an information extraction method, which contribution is mainly lies in following aspects: (1) 

presents the detailed approach and steps for obtaining the body information of web pages, (2) 

propose the concrete formula to calculating the weight value of sub tree and leaf node, (3) 

fully analyze the web tags feature and parse the web page frame in-depth, then construct the 

Dom tree of web page by means of JSoup tools. Experimental result and statistics data 

illustrates that this approach is feasible and own the relative high correct ratio. 

 

3. Information Extraction Course 

The approach developed in this study contains automatic rule creation instead of hand-craft 

rule insertion. These rules are used to infer informative content from simple HTML pages. 

Similar to other studies, our approach first extracts DOM-based features and utilizes these 

features to extract informative contents. A model is design for this task, which is based on 

two block tags: DIV and TD, selected as the most suitable markers for determining the 

boundaries of informative content. Because the system is constructed on DIV and TD tags, we 

can automatically determine the most comprehensive rule sets and maintain efficiency in the 

informative extraction. Figure 1 shows the workflow of this approach which included 

learning process, extraction process, rule selection and creation of a well-formed document 

based on the appropriateness criterion of the rule for the web pages. This workflow consists 

of two main steps. 

1. Rule induction from a ML method 
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2. Efficient informative content extraction from rules 

In the first step, rule induction is performed by ML methods; in the second, the extract 

rules are used to determine informative content web pages. The rules inside a well-formed file 

that contain simple informative content are constructed. This procedure is as follows. The 

given web page is first tested against whether the rules are stored in the database. If the rules 

are in the database, then the test is performed whether there are appropriate rules for the web 

page or not. Otherwise, an ML method occurs to induct the rules and create the well-formed 

file. This decision is made when the rule produces a single result. In the rule induction phase, 

marked as step one, DOM is created and features are extracted from this DOM tree. An ML 

method then applied. For this step, we compare several different machine learning methods in 

the following sections and choose Decision Tree Learning with the sub tree Raising method 

as the most effective and accurate method for the dataset.  

 

3.1. Rule Induction with ML 

In the rule induction step, the learning stage produces rules for efficient web content 

extraction. Preparing the learning stage requires a data set and the appropriate features 

derived from this dataset. The dataset should be predefined, and it should not contain too 

much noise but should include a low number of samples. So, we utilized the HTML and 

DOM structure for feature selection. As we know, Html is a simple and effective markup 

language sued to develop web sites and contains several tag sets for visualizing content. A 

web browser simply interprets these tags and creates a web page that human can easily 

understand. Developers wanted to demonstrate their visual content with richer features, 

including JavaScript, used a hierarchy called DOM. An HTML tag is generally formed from 

the HEAD, which contains necessary information about the web site, and the BODY, which 

issued to visualize the content. DIV and TD tags, also called block tags, are used to separate 

the web site into several practical blocks, and they are generally referred to as block markers. 

An A HREF tag is used to give links to different web pages. H1 and P tags are used to format 

the text.    

Html is simple and effective markup language used to develop web sites, and contains 

several tag sets for visualizing content. A web browser simply interprets these tags and 

creates a web page that a human can easily understand. According the function of tags in the 

file, Html tags consist of three kinds of classification. 

(1) Layout tags In arrangement, web pages contain several content-information field which 

called content block, while the content blocks are planned by the special tags which named 

the container tags with nesting. There are some tags which is usually used, such as <table>, 

<tr>, <td>, <p>, <form> and so on. According to the container tags, a tree architecture can 

indicates a web page and detail the layout framework of web content.  

A Web Page

(In HTMLFormat) 

Any Rule for a 

Given Web Page ?

Create DOM 

Extract Features

Apply  

ML Methods

Rule Database

Whether a Rule is 

appropriate or not ?

A Well Formed 

File

1.  Rule induction course

2. Extraction course

Fig1. Workflow of Feature Extraction MethodFigure 1. Workflow of Feature Extraction Method  
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(2) Decorated tags A set of tags which called the important information tags is created by 

Html standard and used to decorate the display style, e.g., bold, italic and so on. There are 

some important information tags which is usually utilized, such as <b>,<i>, <strong>, 

<h1>,<h2> etc., The contents of these tags are very important and are used to attract the 

attention of user, so, they indicate certain of crucial content information which the designer 

wants to deliver. 

(3) Hyper link tags A hyper link is an obvious feature of Html web page which differed 

from the traditional text and expressed the complicated relationship between web pages.  

 

3.2. Determining Body Information Block  

By utilizing DOM (abbreviated by Document Object Model) parsing and providing a kind 

architecture mark, parser makes each element, attribute of web document turn into the node of 

tree, such as the Figure 2, shown as follows. 

 

From the Figure 2, we can see that among Dom tree only leaf nodes really include 

semantic information which is either link text or common text, the other nodes just play role 

of modifying the architecture layout, that is, the content of body text which will extract are all 

stored among the leaf node and the form information of body text are determined by the other 

none leaf node. To utilize the feature of architecture tree and body text information 

adequately, we set an information quantity for each node of structure tree, while the value of 

leaf node is determined by the feature of body text information contained and the value of 

other node by node type and information quantity of leaf node which parent node contained. 

Through analyzing a great number of theme web pages, it‟s known that there is usually a 

certain trait for the distribution of body text information block in the theme web page [10-12]. 

By this trait, the location of body text information block is determined quickly in the 

architecture tree. 

 

3.3. Information Extraction Steps 

For a web page which will be processed, the body text extraction course based on 

weighting DOM tree includes the following steps:  

(1)  Construct Dom tree for web page by parsing HTML source code of web page. This 

step utilizes the Jsoup tool to parse the Html source code of web page, Jsoup is an Html 

parser of java source code, which can directly parse a URL or HTML text content, and 

present a convenient set of API to obtain or process the operation data. 

(2)  Extract the title and key word of web page body  firstly, extract the content of title tag 

in web page, that is, the title information of body, then search all the meta-tag node, if a meta 

tag contains keyword item, then draw the content of it and construct the keyword sets of web 

page- smeta-kw. 

Web pages

Root Element <root>

Element <head> Element <body>

Element <title>

Text title

Element <p> Element <h1> Element <a> attr <href>

Text Text Text 

Fig.2 Dom tree architectureFigure 2. Dom Tree Architecture 
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(3) Preprocess the Dom tree the visual info of web page all locates in the body tag, the 

body content is no exception. So, modify Dom tree by pruning and delete the sub tree of root 

node which Table 3.1, shown , e.g., <script>, <form>, <object> tag node etc.  

Table 1. Common HTML Tag Type 

Tag type  Tag name 

Block Tag body, div,table, p, blockquote, ul,ol 

Title Tag h1, h2,h3 

Row Tag span, img, strong, b, em, i 

Ignore Tag Script, style, form, noscript, object, embem 

       

Completing the preliminary pruning, combine the node of Dom tree according to table.1 

shown and join the row tag node into the superior node. Besides there are usually multi-layer 

nesting situation for web pages, what happens is convenient to define the CSS (Cascading 

Style Sheets) and enables view layer to be friendly.  

(4) Calculate the weight value of leaf node, Such as the Figure 1 shown in Dom tree, the 

content of web body text usually locates in a leaf node or several leaf nodes. This paper sets a 

triple <WordNumi, LinkNumi, TagNumi> which indicates the attribute of leaf node i, where 

the WordNumi indicates the number of none link word that the node contains content, 

LinkNumi indicates the link number the node containing content, TagNumi indicates the 

number that the node contains the pairs of HTML tags. 

To quantize the possibility that these nodes contents is the body of web pages, this paper 

adopts the SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) concept which is used in digital signal process, 

calculates the SNR of leaf nodes and makes it as the weight of leaf node to decide the 

important degree that nodes contain contents. The Formula.1 which used to calculate the 

weight for a leaf node i is listed as follows. 

 

Form the formula.1 above, it‟ obvious fact that the more number of none link words and 

the less links and HTML tags the leaf node contains, the more weight the leaf node is, which 

indicate the more possibility that the contents a node contains is the body text of web pages.    

(5) Calculate the weight value of sub tree, set a two-tuples, <WidthAttrj, Ssj>, for the 

attribute of sub tree, j, among Dom tree, where WidthAttrj indicates the percentage of page tag 

container width/the whole page width corresponding to a root node of sub tree j, which value 

is obtained by the node related attribute or style information, Ssj indicates the top leaf node set 

of sub tree j.    

According the feature that it‟s a common fact that the web page body part occupies the 

large ratio to the whole web page width, we set the formula used to calculate the weight value 

of sub tree as follows. 

 

Where n indicates the number of leaf nodes among Ssj set. 
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Assume a Dom tree, as the Figure 3 shown, which owns the NodeImpi value of each leaf 

node and WidthAttrj attributes of related sub tree, according the above formula, calculate the 

weights of sub tree1, sub tree2 and sub tree3 respectively, the value is 77 (which equals 70% 

 (100+120) / 2), 21 (which equals 70%  (10+50) / 2) and 31 (which equals 30%  (1+5) / 

2) respectively. 

(6) Extract the body text of web page, all weights of m sub trees among a Dom tree has 

calculated by above steps, among these weighted sub trees, if searching a sub tree which 

equals the Formula 3, it regards that the content which is contained in leaf node among Ssj set 

is the body text of web page and the else context is the noise of web page.        

 

As the Figure 3 shown, it‟s the biggest value of the sub tree 1 among all the weighted value 

of Dom tree, so we deem that the context which the leaf node in the Ss1 set contained is the 

body text of web page.  

To a special URL or HTML file, using the JSoup traverse the DOM node of web page and 

discard the tags which can be ignored. Conduct to parse the DOM tree from the bottom to top, 

firstly, find all the bottom layer tag nodes which are the leaf nodes constructing the extended 

DOM tree, calculate their weight value by the Formula.1, then, classify these leaf node which 

own the same parent node into a set, compose the set and the corresponding parent node and 

turn into a child tree, analyze the width ratio of tag correspond to the parent node in the web 

page, calculate the weight of child tree by the Formula.2, finally, find the child tree which has 

the maximum weigh value among all the child trees by the Formula.3 and extract their 

contents. So, the contents of tag which located in every leaf node of child tree correspond to a 

paragraph.  

 

4. Experiment and Analysis 

Author names and affiliations are to be centered beneath the title and printed in Times New 

Roman 12-point, non-boldface type. Multiple authors may be shown in a two or three-column 

format, with their affiliations below their respective names. The experimental 

hardware/software circumstance is: Inter(R) Core(TM)i5-2430M 2.4GHz, 2.0G RAM, OS 

Win7, developmental circumstance : Jkd1.7, MyEclipse. The experiment tools utilizes JSoup 

to parse web page, the reason is that JSoup is an opening source code java class library which 

is used to operate HTML document, traverse the node of DOM, search and extract the data of 

CSS and deal with the attribute and content which the HTML element contains.  

To quantitative analyze the experimental result, define the formula to calculate the 

accuracy ratio which extracts from the body text as following, p = m/n, where m represents 

the number of web page which obtained correctly, n is on behalf of the number of all the web 

body

div

divpp

NodeImp1=100 NodeImp2=120

NodeImp1=10

ul p

NodeImp2=50

WidthAttr2=70%

ul ul

NodeImp1=5 NodeImp2=1

Subtree3Subtree1

Subtree2

WidthAttr1=70%
WidthAttr3=30%

div

Fig.3  Dom tree which nodes weightedFigure 2. Dom Tree which Nodes Weighted 
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page which conducted to extract. Firstly, extract the news web page in the manner of batch, 

select 100 news web pages randomly from Sina, 163, QQ, Souhu web portal, which include 

three kinds of themes covering the society, business and technology. The related experimental 

result is illustrated in Table 1. Moreover, randomly select 200 blog web pages from Sina and 

163 and show the effect of body extracting, the related experimental result is illustrated in 

Table 2. 

Table 2. News Web Page Body Extraction Result 

Origin  Number 

Number of 

Correct 

extraction 

Deviation 

number 

Without 

content 

number 

Accuracy 

ratio 

Sina news 100 97 2 1 97% 

Sina business 100 98 2 0 98% 

Sina 

technology 

100 97 2 1 97% 

163 news 100 98 1 1 98% 

163 

technology 

100 96 3 1 96% 

QQ news 100 99 1 0 99% 

QQ business 100 98 2 0 98% 

QQ 

technology 

100 97 2 1 97% 

Souhu news 100 96 3 1 96% 

Souhu 

business 

100 97 1 2 97% 

 

Table 3. Blogs Web Page Body Extraction Result 

Origin  Number 

Correct 

extraction 

number 

Deviation 

number 

Without 

content 

number 

Accuracy 

ratio 

Sina 

blogs 

200 196 1 3 98% 

163 

blogs 

200 194 2 3 97% 

 

The average accuracy ratio of Table 2, is 97% and the one of Table 3, is 97.5%. The reason 

of deviation and error is that the corresponding web pages contain a part of image or video, 

which result in the wrong extraction that non-body contents takes for the body content, or 

directly deem the web page as non-content type web page. Because the information extraction 

author studied mainly aim at the text content type of web page, rather than the multimedia 

contents type of one which beyond this article research range. Therefore, this part of deviation 

which the extraction obtained will not influence the detecting result of similar web page, 

what‟s more, it is obvious fact this extraction course obtains the relatively higher accuracy 

ratio from the experimental data.  
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In Table 2, and Table 3, accuracy ratio is related with three factors, that is main, headline 

and article informative content. Main and headline content extraction achieve 83.7% and 

75.5% of the whole accuracy respectively. This rate decreases in article information 

extraction because the extraction course doesn‟t care about tag naming in this class. It can be 

inferred that operators mostly consider this section unimportant, and it contains most operator 

errors. The accuracy of the main content extraction reaches 93.7% proportion of overall 

accuracy if the tag contains class and id attributes. This means that the method we presented 

is careful to prepare the main tag naming.     

Investigating the Table 2, in depth, we can see that there is a slight drop of accuracy ratio 

about 163 web pages, this case caused by the fact that there are many ad banners, flash vide, 

and so on. This situation directly affects the extraction course and weight value of Dom tree. 

Moreover, to extract article information, including the date and author name, the method of 

several keyword-based also can be adopted though this approve is not error-tolerant for 

different languages, and preparing selective keywords is difficult. 

 

5. Conclusions 

To the issue of web page information extraction, this paper proposes an method based on 

Dom tree which owned the weight value, that is, determine the information block according 

element tags of web page, construct the Dom tree by the information block, then calculate the 

weight of leaf node and sub-tree, finally, extract the body content of web page by the means 

of the maximum weight value of sub-tree. This method not only improves the efficiency of 

web page processing, but also owns the universality and feasibility well, at the same, builds 

the foundation for text mining based on web, information retrieval, etc. So, this approach can 

apply on the following aspects, e.g., data mining, social networks, gene expression and 

combinatorial chemistry and so on. Moreover, it brings the obvious advantages for data de-

duplication, such as reducing the measurement cost and storage requirements, improving the 

classification performance.  Finally, the experimental results demonstrate that our method 

achieves promising improvement on feature selection and classification accuracy.  
Of course, there exist some aspects needed to improve, for example, identifying the 

information blocks accurately, getting rid of the un-useful advertisement information, 

especially the web page having the vague body information, etc., how to settle these issues 

efficiently is the research direction for the authors in the future. 
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